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1 INTRODUCTION 

This document describes the methodology that Network Waitaki Limited (NWL) has 
used in determining its Distribution and Transmission charges from 1 April 2011 until 
the next review.  

 

1.1 Legislative Compliance 

 This document has been prepared to comply with provisions 4 and 5 of Part 4, section 
14, of the Commerce Commission’s Electricity Distribution (Information Disclosure) 
Requirements 2008 issued 31 October 2008.  

 

Provision 4 states:  

Requirements 22 and 23 of the Original requirements, which relate to disclosure of 
pricing methodologies, continue to apply in respect of Distribution businesses after the 
2006/2007 financial year as if references in those requirements to a disclosing entity 
were references to a Distribution business.   

 

Provision 5 states:  

Part 6 of the Original requirements which relates to disclosure of line charges, 
continues to apply in respect of Distribution businesses after the 2006/2007 Financial 
year as if references in that Part to a disclosing entity were references to a Distribution 
Business.  

 

Requirements 22 and 23 of the original requirements require the disclosure of: 

 the methodology used to calculate the prices charged; 

 the key components of revenue required to cover costs and profits of the lines 
business activities; 

 the consumer groups used to calculate the prices being charged, including:  
o the rationale for consumer grouping; 
o the method of determining which groups consumers are in; 
o the statistics relating to each group; 

 the method and rationale by which components of the revenue are allocated to 
consumer groups, and the numerical value of the different components; 

 the rationale and method used to determine the proportions of charges which are fixed 
and the proportions which are variable.  
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2 PRICING OBJECTIVES 

2.1 Revenue 

Network Waitaki Ltd must obtain sufficient revenue to: 

1. meet its contractual obligations for connection to the Transpower grid; and  

2. meet its contractual obligations for the delivery of energy over the distribution 
network; and  

3. comply with statutory requirements on public safety, environmental protection, 
and quality of supply; and  

4. provide for new investment; and  

5. provide a rate of return on funds that is acceptable to the owners. 

 

To meet the revenue requirement, NWL uses the following principles: 

 

 to provide pricing which is simple to understand and administer and which 
complies with regulations;  

 to maintain the stability of historic pricing regimes in order to lessen price shocks 
to consumers;  

 to provide pricing which will not differentiate between urban and rural consumers; 

 to provide pricing which allows the network to be operated safely, reliably, and 
efficiently;  

 to provide pricing which allows for an adequate level of return to the 
shareholders.  

2.2      Efficiency 

For individual contracts  

A move to lower fixed rates and higher variable rates to support NWL’s user pay’s 
philosophy:  

 to continue to monitor power factors and maintain the loss factor.  

 to encourage off peak usage and maintain load control to minimise transmission 
charges.  

 

For mass-market contracts  

 to continue improving the efficiency of electricity delivery by promoting efficient 
investment in and operation of the network and by clearly signalling the fixed and 
variable costs of delivery. 
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2.3 Fairness 

As a supplier of essential services NWL has endeavoured to set fair and reasonable 
tariffs for each consumer group, however, given the wide variations in usage within 
each consumer group, achieving a fair tariff is a difficult objective. What one customer 
perceives as fair may be perceived by another customer as unfair based solely on their 
usage patterns.  

 

Customers are placed in load groups based on the capacity of supply they require. The 
charges applied to each group reflect the value of the assets that they use, based on 
both group capacity and demand.  

Large customers with time-of-use metering are normally subject to individual charges 
that reflect their use of network assets together with the associated transmission costs. 

The simple tariff structure lowers the financial costs of new retailers entering the 
market in NWL’s area. It avoids the cost of duplicating ICP billing software and data 
management. 

2.4 Simplicity 

Network Waitaki has been working towards simplifying its tariff structure by 
rationalising the range of controlled rates it provides. However, it has retained the 
same number of consumer groups to signal the cost of usage patterns more accurately 
within each group.  

2.5 Transparency  

Tariffs should reflect costs and signals contained in the tariff and should be in a form 
that will allow the consumer to respond in a positive manner. 

3 COST STRUCTURE 

 The pricing methodology is based on cost recovery. Consequently, the pricing 
structure closely relates to the corresponding cost structure. The following cost 
categories are involved:  

3.1  Distribution Costs  

Distribution costs are comprised of four main cost pools:  

1. Operation and Maintenance  

I. Maintenance costs are based on NWL Asset Management Plan, with the 
allocation of costs between asset categories being determined by the 2011-
2012 maintenance budget.  

II. Operating costs include all other network direct and indirect expenses 
excluding administration costs. The total figure is equivalent to the NWL 
2011-2012 budget, and is allocated across network components on the 
basis of Optimised Replacement Cost (ORC).  

2. Depreciation  

Depreciation for each asset is calculated by dividing the financial carrying value 
of network property, plant and equipment by the ODV Standard Life for that 
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asset, which results in a very long depreciation period with a correspondingly 
low depreciation requirement. 

3. Return on Asset  

A provision for future investment in the network based on the 2011-2012 budget. 
This provision aims to: 

 provide for growth; 

 deliver appropriate service standards where network usage has changed;  

 replace assets that have reached the end of their economic life with modern 
solutions.  

4. Administration  

A provision for support services related to distribution costs, based on the 2011-12 
budget.   

3.2  Transmission and Pass Through Costs 

Transmission costs are determined by Transpower NZ Ltd’s Pricing Methodology 
currently in effect, and comprises the following price components: 

1. Interconnection Charge  

This charge is based on the average of the 100 highest half-hour coincident 
regional peak demands. The charges for the 2011/2012 financial year are based 
on the demands recorded between 1 September 2009 and 31 August 2010. All of 
the NWL GXPs are located in the lower South Island region. 

2. Connection Charge 

This charge represents the fixed costs associated with the dedicated assets at 
each GXP. Shared assets are still allocated on the basis of each off-take 
customer’s share of the 12 highest half-hour demand peaks measured at the GXP.  

Pass-through costs include new investment agreements, local body rates and 
Electricity Authority costs. Transmission costs include “Avoided Transmission Costs”. 
These are costs associated with transmission assets that have been provided by the 
distributor rather than by Transpower. In many instances, distributors can provide 
certain classes of transmission assets at a lower cost to consumers than assets 
provided by Transpower. 

3.3  Capital Costs 

Network Waitaki is currently in a period of major capital growth that is mainly being 
driven by irrigation. In addition, a number of major assets are becoming capacity-
constrained requiring new assets or the upgrading of existing assets. Capital 
expenditure will therefore continue to exceed the norm as capacity is increased.  
Additional information concerning the assumptions governing NWL capital investment 
can be found in the Company’s Assets Management Plan.  

3.4 Grid Exit Points  

NWL has connections to the Transpower network at the following Grid Exit Points: 

 Oamaru;  

 Waitaki; 

 Twizel. 
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The Oamaru Grid Exit Point accounts for approximately 84% of the total network 
demand and 83% of the total Transpower charges and supplies 86% of the total 
customer base. Transmission charges have therefore been averaged out over the 
whole consumer base.  

3.5 Load Group Characteristics 

Group Code Capacity Group After Group

Range Connections Diversity Capacity

kVA Demand MW MVA

15C, 15U & DLU 0-15 10,283          17.4                  70.7                 

30C & 30U 16-30 664                1.7                    9.9                    

50C & 50U 31-50 812                4.8                    28.0                 

100 51-100 206                3.0                    16.5                 

200 101-200 55                  2.0                    10.1                 

300 201-300 39                  2.4                    11.6                 

500 301-500 10                  1.0                    5.0                    

750 501-750 1                     0.5                    0.8                    

Individual N/A 27                  14.5                  25.6                 

Total 12,097          47.2                  178.1                

3.6  Annual Cost Structure  

The annual cost structure and revenue requirements for 2011-2012 are: 

Distribution requirements

Operation and Maintenance 1,780,000$          

Depreciation 2,900,000$          

Administration 1,966,265$          

Return on  Assets 2,805,389$          

Total Distribution Revenue Requirement 9,451,654$          

Transmission Requirement

Transmission Charge 3,140,991$          

Avoided Transmission Charge 185,554$              

Total Transmission Requirements 3,326,545$          

Total Revenue Requirements 12,778,199$        

Annual Revenue Requirement for 2011-2012
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4 REVENUE FACTORS 

4.1 Asset Valuation 

 For the purposes of revenue calculations, the Distribution assets are valued at the 
August 2004 ODV. Each load group utilises some or all of these assets to a greater or 
lesser degree, and the cost recovery from each load group is based on its utilisation of 
these assets. Allocation of the assets utilised by each group is based on the capacity 
(kVA) requirements of each load group, and the after-diversity maximum demand (kW) 
that they place on the network.  

4.2 Maintenance of Existing Assets 

The annual maintenance programme is driven by safety requirements, security of 
supply objectives, and fault response and repair. The NWL Asset Management Plan 
contains details of the planned maintenance programme set out under the following 
asset categories: 

 Subtransmission (33kV lines and cables); 

 Zone Transformers (33kV – 11kV); 

 11kV lines, cables and associated switchgear; 

 Distribution Substations (33/11kV-400/230V transformers and sites); 

 Low Voltage Distribution (400/230V lines, cables and associated switchgear). 

These costs are allocated across the load groups based on their share of the ODV 
asset value of the assets they utilise. 

4.3 Depreciation 

Depreciation is calculated on a straight-line basis in accordance with the Company’s 
accounting policies. The depreciation is allocated against the asset groups listed 
above, and is recovered from load groups based on their share of the ODV asset value 
of the assets they utilise. 

4.4 Administration 

Administration costs cover the costs of operating the business for billing etc. These 
costs are not asset-related and are recovered as a fixed per-connection charge. 

4.5 Return on Assets 

A return on assets is required to fund the capital development and replacement 
programme and provide a return to the owners. NWL is consumer-trust owned, and 
this return currently takes the form of an annual discount to consumers. The rate of 
return is recovered from load groups based on their share of the ODV asset value of 
the assets they utilise.  
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5 PRICING STRUCTURE 

NWL pricing structure is split into two main headings standard contracts and 
individually assessed network contracts. 

Standard contracts recover network costs by means of a fixed annual charge based on 
the consumer load group, and a variable kW charge as shown in the schedule of 
charges. This contract applies to the majority of consumers.  

 

Individually assessed network contracts recover network costs by means of a fixed 
annual charge based on the individual customer’s asset usage, capacity requirements, 
and contribution towards the system peak demand. The consumers in this contract 
group are typically larger “time of use” metered installations.   

5.1 Standard Contract Consumer Load Groups 

Load groups are based on the standard distribution transformer capacities  used on the 
network, with no distinction being made between a single-phase and three-phase 
connection. The minimum connection capacity for a single-phase supply is 15kVA, 
while the minimum connection capacity for a three-phase supply is 30kVA. Consumers 
are allocated into the various load groups based on their contracted connection 
capacity, with no distinction being made between domestic and non-domestic 
connections with the exception of the Domestic Low User (DLU) category which is 
available only to primary domestic supplies, and applies irrespective of the connection 
capacity.  

 

The load groups are: 

Load Group Description Maximum Fuse Rating 

DLU Domestic Low User Dependant connection capacity 

15C 0 - 15kVA controlled  1 x 63A fuse 

15U 0 - 15kVA Uncontrolled  1 x 63A fuse 

30C 16 - 30kVA Controlled  1 x 100A fuse or 3 x 40A fuses 

30U 16 - 30kVA Uncontrolled 1 x 100A fuse or 3 x 40A fuses 

50C 31 - 50kVA Controlled 3 x 80A fuses 

50U 31 - 50kVA Uncontrolled 3 x 80A fuses 

100 51 - 100kVA 3 x 160A fuses 

200 101 – 200kVA 3 x 315A fuses 

300    201 – 300kVA 3 x 400A fuses 

500    301 – 500kVA NA 

750     501 – 750kVA NA 

IND    Individually Assessed NA 

 

Street lighting is a specialist load group, which utilises dedicated LV assets, and is 
covered by an individually assessed network contract. 
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5.2  Standard Contract Annual Fixed Charges  

Although the majority of network costs are fixed, passing these costs through to 
consumers as a predominantly fixed cost would not provide consumers with the pricing 
signals necessary to encourage them to use the resources efficiently. 

To this end, Network Waitaki has again reduced the fixed portion of its charges for all 
load groups with the exception of the Domestic Low User category, and the Individual 
Contract consumers and increased its variable charges to encourage effective use of 
the company’s resources.   

0 – 50kVA Load Groups  
Consumers in the 15, 30, and 50kVA groupings are typically domestic or small 
commercial installations which have water-heating or other loads that can be 
controlled. NWL has developed a number of control options for those consumers that 
foster economic use of the network assets and enable load to be moved to off-peak 
periods. In recognition of this, the fixed charges for installations that provide year-round 
access to controllable load are lower than for installations with no controlled load. In 
addition controlled installations can utilise two-rate, night/day metering, which enables 
consumers to benefit from the cheaper night rate charges that apply between 11pm 
and 7am.  

The total costs associated with each load group are allocated on the portion of the 
assets that they utilise. The load group share of the assets is determined by comparing 
the group capacity with the total network capacity and the group-after-diversity 
maximum demand with the network maximum demand. Costs are allocated 50% on 
group after diversity maximum demand (GADMD), and 50% on the group capacity. The 
fixed component of the revenue from these groups is set at a nominal 8% post non-
discretionary discount.  

In addition a LU option is available in accordance with the Electricity Low Fixed Charge 
Tariff Option for Domestic Consumers. This option is revenue-neutral for a consumer 
using 9,000kWhr per annum after a non-discretionary discount has been applied. 

51 – 750kVA Load Groups 
Installations in the 100 – 750kVA load groups are predominantly commercial, light 
industrial, or farming, and do not normally have loads that can be controlled externally. 
Load control is not generally available for these load groups, although limited access to 
night-rate tariffs are available for irrigation supplies and for installations with TOU 
metering. These installations are normally supplied from a dedicated transformer and 
therefore do not utilise the same range of network assets as small low-voltage 
connections. Energy use within these load groups is much higher than the <50kVA 
groups resulting in the costs being predominantly governed by energy use rather than 
fixed charges. This provides consumers within these load groups with clear pricing 
signals that relate directly to consumption. 

The total costs associated with each load group are allocated on the portion of the 
assets that they utilise. The load group share of the assets is determined by comparing 
the group capacity with the total network capacity and the group after diversity 
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maximum demand with the network maximum demand. Costs are allocated 50% on 
group after diversity maximum demand, and 50% on the group capacity.  

5.3  Standard Contracts Variable Charges 

Standard Contracts Variable charges are based on GXP totals adjusted to account for 
losses and individual contract customer-usage. Day rates apply to all units transported 
over the network between 7am and 11pm and night rates to all units transported over 
the network between 11pm and 7am.  Night rates are lower than day rates to 
encourage retailers to develop tariffs that reward customers for off-peak usage. 

5.4  Individually Assessed Network Contracts 

Individually Assessed Network Contracts customer charges are assessed from the 
TOU metering and the contracted capacity required at the installation. The assets 
required to supply each installation are assessed and valued at ODV, and the 
contribution that the installation makes towards the network system demand is 
determined from the TOU metering data. The costs associated with the network assets 
are then recovered as a fixed charge based 50% on demand and 50% on contract 
capacity. Customers in this group can reduce their costs by improving their utilisation of 
assets and controlling their peak demands.  

5.5  Transmission Charges  

The following methodology has been used as the basis for the recovery of transmission 
charges in a way that is equitable to all groups and reflects Transpower’s pricing 
structure. 

Transpower Connection Charges and NWL Avoided Transmission Costs are fixed 
asset-based charges, and are allocated between load groups based on the group 
capacity requirements. These costs are recovered as a fixed charge. 

Transpower Interconnection Charges are determined by the average of the 100 highest 
half-hour coincident regional peak demands recorded between 1 September and 
31 August each year.  

These costs are recovered from consumers on standard contracts as a variable (kWhr) 
charge plus a small fixed charge, while for individual assessed contract customers 
these costs are recovered as a fixed charge.  

5.6  Standard Contracts - Transmission Charges  

Transpower Connection Charges are recovered by means of a fixed charge and a 
variable charge. The fixed charge is based on the assessed capacity (kVA) 
requirements of each load group.  

Transpower Interconnection Charges are recovered by means of a variable (kW) 
charge based on group demand and consumption.  

The fixed portions of the charges for standard contract are kept a low level so that 
consumers with lower consumption levels are not subsiding consumers who have a 
high consumption level. The variable charges are based on GXP totals adjusted to 
account for losses and individual contract customer usage. Day rates apply to all units 
transported over the network between 7am and 11pm, and night rates to all units 
transported over the network between 11pm and 7am.  
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5.7 Individually Assessed Network Contracts - Transmission Charges 

Transpower Connection Charges are recovered by means of a fixed charge based on 
the capacity (kVA) requirements of each consumer. 

Transpower Interconnection Charges are recovered by a fixed charge based on the 
average of the 100 highest half-hour demands (kW) recorded by each consumer in the 
previous 12 months. 

5.8 Transmission Charges Relating Loss and Constraint Rebates 

Loss and Constraint Rebates are credits rebated by Transpower, resulting from over-
recovery of costs and are included in transmission charges.  

6 LOSSES 

6.1 General 

Losses represent the percentage of electricity entering the network that is either 
consumed in the delivery process or lost, and can be categorised as either technical 
losses or non-technical losses.  

Technical losses comprise:  

(a) standing losses arising from zone and distribution transformers; and 

(b) variable losses arising from resistive losses in conductors. Resistive losses 
are proportional to the square of the current passing through the conductor.  

Non-technical losses comprise: 

(a) losses arising from metering faults or errors; and 

(b) losses arising from electricity theft etc. 

The energy measured at customers’ installations is therefore after losses, and must be 
multiplied by the overall “loss factor” to determine each retailer’s purchase quantities at 
each GXP. 

6.2 LV and HV Connection 

The majority of customers take supply and are metered at 400/230V and the loss factor 
applied to these sites must account for distribution transformer and low voltage 
reticulation losses. A small group of customers take supply and are metered at 
11,000V and the loss factor applied to these customers does not include distribution 
and LV reticulation losses.  

6.3 Loss Factor Allocation 

The average loss factor for the network is calculated from data supplied by the National 
Reconciliation Manager. This information is compared with the GXP data to determine 
the long run overall loss factor. 
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Appendix 1  

 

 

Allocation of ODRC 

 
Load Group ODRC LV Trans. 11kV 33kV

Total

Standard Contract

DLU 4,207,998$    638,588$     836,351$         2,212,912$    520,147$        

15U 3,880,515$    589,346$     771,156$         2,040,412$    479,601$        

15C 14,508,368$ 2,201,728$  2,883,577$     7,629,696$    1,793,367$    

30U 2,007,757$    305,179$     398,932$         1,055,540$    248,106$        

30C 630,983$       96,110$        125,326$         331,603$        77,944$          

50U 6,583,313$    1,001,188$  1,307,951$     3,460,727$    813,447$        

50C 889,172$       135,217$     176,660$         467,426$        109,869$        

100 3,845,802$    -$                   901,112$         2,384,266$    560,424$        

200 2,447,314$    -$                   573,432$         1,517,251$    356,631$        

300 2,850,805$    -$                   667,974$         1,767,402$    415,429$        

500 1,199,787$    -$                   281,123$         743,827$        174,837$        

750 393,905$       -$                   92,296$           244,208$        57,401$          

Sub Total 43,445,719$ 4,967,356$  9,015,890$     23,855,270$  5,607,203$    

Individual Contract 2,670,279$    255,057$     252,120$         1,222,156$    940,946$        

Totals 46,115,998$ 5,222,413$  9,268,010$     25,077,426$  6,548,149$     
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Appendix 2 

Allocation of Network and Transmission Costs 
Load Group Connections ADMD Capacity Operation & Depreciation Administration Return on Total Network Transmission

kW kVA Maintenance Assets Revenue Revenue

Standard Contract

DLU 1937 3,275 12,997 $154,707 $252,051 $312,652 $243,828 $963,239 $248,776

15U 1668 2,821 12,914 $142,667 $232,436 $269,233 $224,853 $869,189 $226,241

15C 6678 11,292 44,810 $533,401 $869,025 $1,077,900 $840,673 $3,320,999 $857,740

30U 465 1,348 7,200 $73,815 $120,261 $75,056 $116,337 $385,470 $115,282

30C 199 336 2,671 $23,198 $37,795 $32,121 $36,562 $129,675 $34,836

50U 694 4,191 24,677 $242,036 $394,328 $112,019 $381,464 $1,129,847 $374,355

50C 118 570 3,316 $32,690 $53,260 $19,046 $51,522 $156,519 $50,620

100 206 2,986 16,540 $141,391 $230,356 $33,251 $222,841 $627,839 $259,470

200 55 1,993 10,094 $89,976 $146,590 $8,878 $141,807 $387,250 $166,575

300 39 2,355 11,597 $104,810 $170,758 $6,295 $165,187 $447,050 $194,581

500 10 966 5,000 $44,110 $71,865 $1,614 $69,520 $187,110 $81,488

750 1 508 750 $14,482 $23,594 $161 $22,824 $61,062 $29,766

Sub Total 12070 32,641 152,566 $1,597,285 $2,602,319 $1,948,226 $2,517,419 $8,665,249 $2,639,729

Individual Contract 27 14,521 25,555 $182,715 $297,681 $18,039 $287,970 $786,405 $686,816

Totals 12097 47,162 178,121 $1,780,000 $2,900,000 $1,966,265 $2,805,389 $9,451,654 $3,326,545  
 

Appendix 3 
Schedule of Charges - from 1 April 2011: 

Fixed Charges No of
Code Load Group Description Current Changes Non-Discretionary Discount Consumers

Per Annum Per Day Per Annum Per Day
DLU Domestic Low User 34.75       -                     34.75            0.09495  25.85            0.07063 3,278              
15U 0 - 15kVA 94.90       1.44                   96.34            0.26323  79.96            0.21847 1,526              
15C 0 - 15kVA Controlled 87.60       1.33                   88.93            0.24298  80.03            0.21866 5,538              
30U 16 - 30kVA 105.85     1.60                   107.45          0.29358  89.18            0.24367 438                  
30C 16 - 30kVA Controlled 94.90       1.44                   96.34            0.26323  86.71            0.23692 192                  
50U 31 - 50kVA 142.35     (1.55)                 140.80          0.38470  116.86          0.31929 649                  
50C 31 - 50kVA Controlled 135.05     (1.66)                 133.39          0.36446  120.05          0.32801 119                  
100 51 - 100kVA 178.85     (0.99)                 177.86          0.48596  147.62          0.40334 253                  
200 101 - 200kVA 343.10     1.50                   344.60          0.94153  286.02          0.78148 72                    
300 201 - 300kVA 459.90     (0.44)                 459.46          1.25536  381.35          1.04194 45                    
500 301 - 500kVA 616.85     (1.76)                 615.09          1.68058  510.52          1.39487 18                    
750 501 - 750kVA 908.85     (1.04)                 907.81          2.48036  753.48          2.05869 2                      
IND Individually Assessed
Variable Charges
Note: The variable charges shown will apply to customers in all of the load groups listed above with the exception of IND. 

DLU Variable day charge 7am - 11pm 6.35200  (0.54000)          5.81200        cents per kWhr
DLU Variable Night Charge 11pm - 7am 0.65500  (0.05600)          0.59900        cents per kWhr
All other load groups except IND

Variable day charge 7am - 11pm 5.42500  0.38700            5.81200        cents per kWhr
Variable Night Charge 11pm - 7am 0.55900  0.04000            0.59900        cents per kWhr

New ($)
From 1 April 2011

Distribution Charges (excl GST)
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Fixed Charges
Code Load Group Description Current Changes Consumers

Per Annum Per Day

DLU Domestic Low User 20.00       -                     20.00            0.05465  3,278
15U 0 - 15kVA 80.30       (12.85)               67.45            0.18429  1,526
15C 0 - 15kVA Controlled 32.85       (12.85)               20.00            0.05465  5,538
30U 16 - 30kVA 94.90       (18.56)               76.34            0.20858  438
30C 16 - 30kVA Controlled 57.45       (28.56)               28.89            0.07894  192
50U 31 - 50kVA 127.75     (31.41)               96.34            0.26323  649
50C 31 - 50kVA Controlled 80.30       (31.41)               48.89            0.13358  119
100 51 - 100kVA 189.80     (46.67)               143.13          0.39107  253
200 101 - 200kVA 379.60     (93.34)               286.26          0.78214  72
300 201 - 300kVA 507.35     (124.75)             382.60          1.04536  45
500 301 - 500kVA 792.05     (194.75)             597.30          1.63197  18
750 501 - 750kVA 1,189.90 (292.57)             897.33          2.45173  2
IND Individually Assessed
Variable Charges
Note: The variable charges shown will apply to customers in all of the load groups listed above with the exception of IND. 

DLU Variable day charge 7am - 11pm 2.52400  (0.85704)          1.66696        cents per kWhr
DLU Variable Night Charge 11pm - 7am 0.26100  (0.08927)          0.17173        cents per kWhr
All other load groups except IND

Variable day charge 7am - 11pm 1.62100  0.04596            1.66696        cents per kWhr
Variable Night Charge 11pm - 7am 0.16700  0.00473            0.17173        cents per kWhr

Transmission Charges (excl GST)

New ($)
From 1 April 2011

 

Notes 

1. Network Waitaki determines the allocation of each site to a load group as described in the Use of System Agreement.  The 
DLU group is available for a consumer’s primary domestic resident only.  

2. Variable charges are based on metering and reconciliation at the Grid Exit Point reduced by the declared network loss 
rate.  The additional variable charges for sites in the "Domestic Low User" load group are based on site metering 
information reported by electricity retailers. 

3. Distribution and Transmission charges are charged in respect of each site.  Charges are invoiced to electricity retailers 
monthly in arrears.  Fixed charges accrue on a daily basis at the rate of 1/366

th
 of the annual amount due to a leap year.  

From time to time, the charges above may be subject to discounts.  

4. Network Waitaki’s annual discount to consumers will now comprise of a non-discretionary and a discretionary component. 
The non-discretionary component is a guaranteed amount that will be discounted to consumers in the various load groups 
listed and will be payable in March 2012. The balance of the targeted discount shown in the Statement of Corporate Intent 
is the discretionary component, and the magnitude of this component will be determined by trading conditions during the 
year. 

5. Discounts will be payable in March 2012 based on the number of days that the installation has been connected within a 
specific load group during the preceding 12 months and will be payable to the connected consumer at that installation on 
the day that the discretionary discount is declared. 

6. Full terms and conditions detailed in the Use of System Agreement take precedence over the above summary.  A standard 
Use of System Agreement is available at www.networkwaitaki.co.nz.  This schedule is provided pursuant to Regulation 27 
of the Electricity Information Disclosure Requirements 2004. 

 
 


